SUMMARY
A study is made of the motion of containers loaded in the cargo compartment of the Caribou CV-7 aircraft when the containers are to be extracted by parachute. * The cord of the parachute is attached to the foot of the aft side of the container (a method that gives the container a distinct path of descent) rather than to the mid-point of the aft side. None of the containers loaded in any of the positions defined in the six standard loading diagrams used in this report will strike either the ceiling or the ramp at the rear of the cargo compartment. The safe envelope for any load is a rectangle of 76 inches in height above the floor; this will have to be further reduced to allow for the height of the rollers above the floor.
The motion of the container from the instant when it is released from a stationary position on the floor of the aircraft and is allowed to move aft under the force of the extraction parachuce until it is falling freely under its main chute can be divided into the following three phases:**
One-Degree-of-Freedom Motion
During this phase, the container slicdes down the rollers. This sliding, with the underside of the container resting horizontally on the rollers, continues for a short distance after the mid-point of AB on the container has reached point L. Whiile the 108-, 162-, and 216-inch-long containers slide norrially down the floor, the 54-inch-long container (see Figure 1 ) possesses a special motion of its own. Provided it is clear of the guide rail, corner A rises very slightly above the floor but returns at once to the horizontal position. possibility that corner C of the container might come dangerously close to the ceiling of the cargo compartment must be watched. The ceiling is 82 inches above the floor; if a clearance of 6 inches is allowed, a safe envelope to study for a container or other load is one that can have no point that would foul a height 76 inches above floor level; here, again, it is necessary to make allowance for height of rollers.
Three-Degrees -of-Freedom Motion
This phase occurs after B has cleared L and the container is falling freely under the force of gravity and the force of its main chute. The initial conditions for this three-degree motion are provided by the final conditions for the two-degrce motion.
When data were computed for this report, it was assumed that the ramp was inclined to the horizontal at an angle of 15 degrees, taat there was no friction between the containers and the floor, and that the force * exerted by the extraction parachute is 1.5 times that of gravity at all stages of the process of extraction.
The analytical mechanics approach to the trajectories of the containers is described. The work was performed on an IBM 1620 computer, and the more important FORTRAN programs used to obtain the data are presented in the appendix.
INTRODUCTION
This report is written to supplement "A Study of Air Delivery Supply Systems for the CV-7 Caribou Aircraft", published by the Quartermaster Research and Engineering Center, Aerial Delivery Systems Office, Natick, Massachusetts, in June 1960.
A report prepared in May 1963 by the U. S. Army Transportation Research Command (USATRECOM) showed an approximate method for calculating the trajectories of containers to be extracted by parachute from various stationary positions on the aircraft floor when the parachute cord was attached to the mid-point of the aft side of the container. Attaching the cord to the mid-point gives a distinctly different motion to the container. (The higher the point of attachment, the greater will be the tendency of the container to tip and strike the ceiling.) Generalized equations of motion were not employed in the report, and the trajectories obtained were not exact. The results indicated that containers starting from positions 300 inches or more from the forward bulkhead would strike the ramp.
The present report deals with the trajectory of the container when the cord is attached to the foot of the aft side; attachment at this point gives the container a totally distinct path.
NOTE: Attaching the cord at an intermediate point between the foot and mid-point of the aft side could also be considered.
Information was required regarding the effect of the length of the guide rail on the container trajectory. Theoretically, a container extracted by a cord attached to the foot of the aft side remains virtually horizontal until it reaches the aft end of the floor of the cargo compartment. Hence, on the model considered for this report, the length of the guide rail has little or no effect on the container path. However, to load containers into the aircraft, the top of the guide rail must stop short of the end of the platform by a distance approximately equal to half the length of the longest container. The longest container is 216 inches, so the horizontal flange of the rail must stop around 108 inches short of the rear end of the floor.
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Since the container remains horizontal while sliding down the floor whether there is a guide rail or not, the possibility of the roof's being struck by the container during this first phase of the motion need not be envisaged. A FORTRAN program has been developed to find the maximum safe envelope, but the absence of appreciable tipping means that a container 76 inches in height above the floor will not strike the ceiling; allowance must be made for the height of the rollers.
Six loading plans for containers of four different lengths in the cargo compartment were considered in this study and are shown in Figure 2 ; the shaded areas represent containers of the lengths indicated, loaded horizontally.
ASSUMPTIONS
It has been assumed that:,
1.
If the tail ramp is inclined at 15 degrees to the horizontal, no container considered in the six loading plans will strike the ramp.
2.
Unless otherwise stated, the cord of the extraction parachute remains horizontal. Two of the four FORTRAN programs presented in the appendix include as a parameter the angle of inclination of the cord, and in these programs a non-zero value can be given to this angle without difficulty.
3.
The force exerted by the extraction parachute is 1.5 times that of gravity at all stages of the process of extraction. This is the sort of practical factor regarding which experimental data would be valuable.
4.
There is no friction between the container and the floor. (It is natural to wonder what effect the presence of some friction would make. Friction would reduce the effective force of the chute cord below 1.5 times that of gravity; by so doing, it would decrease the horizontal velocity acquired by the container while sliding down the floor and thus increase the chance of the ramp's being struck. However, if the cord s Since four principal FORTRAN programs have been included in this report, agencies with computing facilities will be able to extend the calculations to further ranges of the parameters. However. USATRECOM will be glad to amplify any of the catculations for those who cannot obtain the use of a computer. remained attached to the foot of the aft side of the container, there would be no tendency to tip, and thus the possibility of the ceilings 'a being hit would not be increased.)
ONE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM MOTION
Although the first phase of the motion has been referred to as having one degree of freedom, the configuration of the container in Figure I is described in terms of the two coordinates x and 8. It will be shown that e departs from zero value for a short time only. In effect, therefcre, this phase is one of a single degree of freedom. Let xG and YG be the coordinates of G, the center of gravity, with respect to the axes shown; note that the y axis has positive direction upward in this case. The kinetic energy of the container is equal to that of its total mass moving with its center of gravity plus the kinetic energy of rotation about the center of gravity. If it is assumed that the container is symmetrical in its loading and construction, then the height equals twice HG, and the radius of gyration about a horizontal axis through G "perpendicular to the plane of the paper is AM AM 4k r cos 8 -HG sin 8) = g(---cos e + HG sin 8 -1.5AM sin e) P on dividing through by W and setting ! equal to 1. 5 in the last term.
The product term in xe cancels out, and the equation becomes -((-sin e + 4G cos e) + 4(AM
rhe Lagrange equation of motion corresponding to the coordinate x is The denominator of the right-hand. member is always negative. Therefore, if 3HG is greater than AM, 0 is initially positive. AM = 54 inches for the small container, and this condition is always satisfied. Hence, 0is initially positive for the small container; that is, it tips backward as in Figure 1 . However, when the two Lagrange equations are solved numerically, 0 at once returns to zero value. For the other three sizes of the container, AM is greater than 3HG; as a result, no tipping occurs, and the container pursues a true one-degree-of-freedom motion until it reaches L, the end of the platform, and begins to tip as I explained in the section on two-degrees-of-freedom motion. In the latter case, the tipping is in the opposite direction; that is, corner A of the container is not abcve corner B as shown in Figure 1 but is below B.
FORTRAN NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS (1) AND (2)
Since the initial value of 0 has been discussed and the criterion for its being positive has been observed, the solving of equations (1) and (2) can be continued in order to determine x and 0 for subsequent values of time. FORTRAN Program Number Two (see appendix) provides an aproximate numerical solution of the two ordinary nonlinear differential equations in x and 0.
The values of the parameters AM and HG are read into the computer. On the same line of the program, DE is also read in. (This is an arbitrary interval of time which was taken as . 01 second between successive configurations of the system at which solutions of the equations were sought.) In the next line of the program, the initial value of x, called X(l), is read in; this is the starting station of the forward side of the container. In the same line of the program, the following is read in:
XD(l) the first derivative of x with respect to time at the initial instant;
T(l) the initial value of 0; and TD(1) the initial value of d6
XD (1), T(l), and TD(l) all have the value of zero in the case of a small container starting from the rearmost station. If, however, the container were released under the guide rail, X(l) would be the length of the guide rail, and XD(l) would be the velocity the container acquires in traveling down the guide rail--that is, from whatever station under the guide rail it started from rest.
Lines 5 through 12 of FORTRAN Program Number Two give the second dfferential coefficients of x and of 0, that is, XDD( 1) and TDD(l). Lines 14 through 17 are short Taylor-series equations to find the valuis of X and T and of their first derivatives at the close of the next time interval. Lines 18 through 26 form and solve two ordinary simultaneous linear algebraic equations for TDD and XDD, which in turn are substituted in the Taylor series of lines 14 through 17; the whole process is repeated as often as desired.
If AM = 54 inches, HG = 30 inches, DD = .01 second, and X(l) = 291 inches, the successive values for T, or 0, are as follows:
T() = . 000000 radian T(3) =. 000367 radian T(2) = .000273 radian T(4) = -. 000444 radian A negative value of 0 is, of course, impossible as it is constrained to be non-negative by the platform. In physical terms, this means that tht small container makes an initial jerk with positive 0 as shown above for T(1) to T(3) but returns to the horizontal position and slides down the floor.
If the length of the container were reduced so that AM became, say, 1 inch only, then the force P would tip it over completely. Somewhere between the 54-inch and the 1-inch containers, there must be some value of AMo which divides small containers into those that tip slightly and return to the horizontal and those that fall completely over. Such a value for AMo would mark what Loupounoff called a "point of dynamical bifurcation".
Thus, for all four types of containers, the first phase of the motion is, in effect, a sliding down the floor until the end, L, is reached. For this reason, the first phase is referred to as the one-degree-offreedo.ni phase.
TWO-DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM MOTION
For this phase of the motion, e (the angle of inclination of the container to the horizontal reckoned positive as shown in Figure 3 ) and q "(the distance from L to the mid-point of the underside, AB, of the container) are selected as general coordinates. Taking axes of coordinates as shown in Figure 3 (that is, with positive direction of y axis downward), the center of gravity of the container, G, has coordinates
x. = q cos e + HG sin 0 and YG x q sin 0 -HG cos 0.
The kinetic energy of the container is equal to that of its total mass moving with its center of gravity together with the kinetic energy of rotation about its center of gravity. Therefore, if IIE is its total kinetic energy, 2KEg: a~x *9 2 9 *2 G a V{Eq cos 8 + 8(-q sin 0 + HG cos 0)12
Since the motion is assumed to be frictionless, the container has a potential energy function under the force of gravity and the force of the chute; thus, (4) AND (5) The method 'for solving these equation6 by using FORTRAN Program Number One is as follows:
First, calculate the initial values of e, q, L-, and d-; in the program these symbols are called T(1), Q(1), TD(l), and QD(l). Substitute these values in the two differential equations, and solve them for I and q as two ordinary simultaneous linear algebraic equations in these two "unknowns. Similarly, find the values for Q(2) and QD(2). d0 dq Third, substitute these values of 6, q, j-, and in the two differential equations and solve them as simultaneous algebraic equations for tne second derivatives of 8 and q.
Repeat the same process for T(3) and Q(3), etc.
Calculation of QD(1) dq Instead of reading in the value of U-at the initial instant as was done before, in certain of the FORTRAN programs the following line, which calculates QD(1) from equation (3), is inserted in the program:
Initial Value of q The calculation of the initial value q[that is, Q(1) ] possesses some interesting features. If it is assumed that this initial value is zero (that is, that tipping starts when thCrL e r-,Z-r of gravity of the container is ve :tisally ovwr point L aý the end of the floor), then the initial value of-• i negative, and hence, e starts to assume negative values. In dtZ physical cerms, thi3 meaius that the container begins to tip into the floor, Thus, coordinates e and q must be regarded as being subject to a constraint; namely, 0 must be positive. If 8 and d_2. are equal to dt zerc, in the differential equations, 
Reaction of Aft End of Platform on Container
The fundamental equations for the two-degrees-of-freedom motion have been developed on the assumption that from the moment that Scorner A (see Figure 3 ) of the container reaches L, the container remains in contact with the aft edge of the cargo compartment until corner B of the container reaches L. In order to make this assumption, the force of reaction of the edge L on the container must be considered positive. Since the container has a smooth lower surface, the direction along which the reaction acts is normal to the underside of the container. Let R units of force be the magnitude of the reaction; then, if the forces are resolved vertically,
where YG is reckoned positive downward as in Figure 3 . When the two differentiations are carried out, R cos 6 = W -P sin X +'(-HG cos 802 -HG sin f8
-q sin 0 -2q cos 80 + q52 sin e -qe cos e).
By means of this relation, the sign of R may be tested for being positive or ntegative by setting up a short FORTRAN subprogram which can be incorporated in the main dimensioned program which solves the two-degrees-of-freedom Lagrange equations and gives q and 8 and their first two derivatives. These six quantities [Q(1), QD(l), QDD(1), T(l), TD(1), and TDD(l) ] remain in core storage, since they are dimensioned and are thus available for the subprogram. The subprogram shows that R is positive in all cases.
Accuracy of Solution of Differential Equations
A subprogram has been incorporated in FORTRAN Program Number One to test the accuracy of the solutions. This subpiogram transfers all the terms to the left-hand members of the equations and substitutes in them the values found for q and e and their first two derivatives.
This gives the error; expressed as a proportion of the sum of the absolute values of the terms in the differential equations, the errors are around one part in 1,000. Table 1 presents some of the numerical results of FORTRAN Program Number One (see appendix) which solves the equations of motion for the two-degree phase. The line of data following the '!END" of this program relates to a 216-inch-long container placed with its center of gravity at the center of gravity of the aircraft; that is, with the forward side of the container 77. 8 inches from the forward bulkhead. The height of the center of gravity of the container in this case is considered to be 20 inches--a reasonable value for a load such as a small truck. No further entries have been made in the table because q is already greater than half the length of the container; consequently, the container has cleared the end L of the floor. The angle of inclination of the parachute cord to the horizontal has been taken as . 034907 radian, that is, two degrees of arc. The table shows clearly that the inclination of the container is slight under representative conditions.
INCLINATION OF CONTAINER

CALCULATION OF SAFE ENVELOPE
It has been shown that a container tips through so small an angle that it seems almost unnecessary to develop a FORTRAN program to find the safe envelope. It could be assumed, for example, that a 76-inch-high container would at no time during the two-degree phase have any point more than 77 inches above the floor and hence that a constant height of 76 inches would be safe in view of the 6-inch clearance provided. This is correct for all the containers considered in the six loading plans.
FORTRAN PROGRAM NUMBER FOUR
In Figure 4 , let AB be the Safe Envelope. at the end A and successively at 4-inch. intervals along the underside, AB, of the container. T1 e initial height of HH is read in as 60 inches, and line 42 increases HH by 1 inch for each loop of a "DO" cycle. For each value of e, q, HE, and AN, the height of the point U above the floor is called ROOF(I), and its value is given by
ROOF(I) = HH cos T(M) + JAN(K) -Q(I)] sin T(I)
where HH is the value of the length of the ordinate NU.
For each location of N along AB, line 44 punches out the first value of ROOF(l) to equal or exceed 76 inches. Line 45 reduces HH to 74 inches. Next, the program moves N 4 inches closer to B and repeats the whole process until N is at the end B of the underside. Thus, with the 108-inch container considered, there are 28 different locations for N. The initial value of AN, namely, AN(I), which is read in for FORTRAN Program Number Four, is -54 inches.
In the line of data following the "END" or Program Number Four, the starting station for the forward side of the container was considered to be 265 inches from the bulkhead at the forward end of the cargo compartment; this arrangement corresponds to loading plans 1 and 3. A container starting this close to L has the greatest period of time to tip and thus to strike the ceiling. Thus, a critical case is being used in FORTRAN Program Number Four; nevertheless, it can be seen that the container can have a constant height of 76 inches without fouling the ceiling. The same applies to all other containers starting in any of the six loading plans. NOTE: As soon as this envelope departs for any reason from the simple rectangular outline considered in this report, it may be necessary to adopt a more sophisticated expression for the moment of inertia about a horizontal axis through the center of gravity. A container with contents of nonuniform density, a small truck, or a gun might well be so asymmetric that the theory set forth in this study might require modification.
THREE-DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM MOTION
This phase occurs after the container leaves the floor. Particular attention is paid to the possibility of whether the inclined ramp at the rear of the floor could be struck. In Figure 5 
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The kinetic energy of the system is that of its total mass moving with the center of gravity and the kinetic energy of rotation about G. Thus, 2KEg : W(x2 + y2~) + I G 2
LAGRANGE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR COORDINATES x AND y AND FOR ANGLE OF INCLINATION
For the coordinate x, WXG = Pg cos A
and for y, WyG = 9(W -P sin A).
For the angle of inclination, 0, I = g(-P HG cos e cos A -P L cos X sin e G 2 (9) is called -SS. Therefore, in the FORTRAN program, the exact solution of ; = -SS sin # involves elliptic integrals of the first kind, which are, in effect, published for discrete values of SS. To find # for intermediate values of t and of SS would thus involve a double interpolation by t and SS and would prove to be troublesome. It is therefore more convenient to find an approximate numerical solution of equation (9) in the same way as has been done for other differential equations.
FORTRAN Program Number Three (see appendix) is a double one: it first solves equation (9) and then uses the values of # and 0 to obtain the trajectory of corner B of the container in such a way that it can be readily decided whether or not the 15-degree ramp is struck. This program relates to a 108-inch-long container starting from the rearmost station in loading plans I or 3, and this is a critical case for striking the ramp. In this program the angle X, or YAL, is zero; that is, the parachute cord has been assumed to be horizontal. (Nonzero angles of this inclination can also be tested without difficulty.)
Lines 1 through 17 of this program provide the solution of equation (9). HG and AM are read in as usual. T(l) and TD(l), which are the initial values of 6 and its first derivative with respect to time, and DD, which is the arbitrary interval of time between successive configurations of the three-degree system and which is taken to be . 005 second, are also read in.
There is a FORTRAN subroutine for ATAN so that 8, whose value is (ZHG2 ATAN AM)j can be found with no difficulty,
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The initial values of T(l) and TD(l) for the three-degree motion are the final values for the corresponding two-degree motion. In the case of the 54-inch container, the container remains horizontal until corner B reaches L and the three-degree motion starts. Thus, the small container enjoys no two-degree motion and the initial values for T(l) and TD(l) for this container are both zero.
As 0 = 9 + X + B, the derivatives of $ and of 6 with respect to time are equal. This is the explanation of line 10 of FORTRAN Program Number Three. Line 11 finds FDD (1) where t is time in seconds from corner B's being at L.
Similarly, equation (7) Here TH(1) means the value of e at configuration index "I". The symbol TH is used simply to emphasize that the three-degree phase is being considered. Either of the two following methods could be used to find the initial values of TH(l), THD(l), and QD(l): a FORTRAN subprogram (which would interpolate the values of these three quantities between the two successive values of Q, one less than and the next greater than AM) could be incorporated in Program Number One, or the same 2 interpolation could be performed by hand. However, only six loading configurations of containers in the cargo compartment are being considered, and those most likely to lead to the ramp's being struck are loading plans I and 3 with the 108-inch containers and loading plans 2 and 5 with the 54-inch containers. Therefore, there are only two distinct loading plans of interest; (y)owill be calculated by hand and the result will be read in as data. 
if 0 is small.
To find QD(l), TH(l), and THD(l), Program Number One is run with data corresponding to a 108-inch container starting from a station 265 inches from the forward bulkhead. It is then possible to find the two successive entries in the output for Q; the first, Q(3), is less than When this value is now substituted in equation (11), the second part of FORTRAN nrogram Number Three can be constructed, that is, lines 19 through 27. The expressicins for x and YB are built up piecemeal because of the need to keep tht lines o-FORTRAN down to 72 characters. Trhe ratio YB : xB is calculated as shown for each value of index "I"; it does not equal or exceed tan 150 = . 2679 for any xB less than 88 cos 150 inches, 88 inches being the length of the ramp. This shows that the ramp is not struck in loading plans 1 or 3.
Foi loading plans 2 and 5 with the 54-inch containers, the calculations are more simple. Here, AM = 54 inches, xst = 291 inches, T(1) = 0 and TD(1) = 0, Q(1) = 27 inches, and QD(l) = 315. 739 inches per second. Thus, (j )o = 0, and the first term in line 24 of FORTRAN Go Program Number Three for YBA(l) drops out. Once again the ratio YB:XB never equals or exceeds tan 150 for xB less than 88 cos 150 inches, so it can be concluded that the ramp is not struck. (F3.1,F3.1,F5.1,F5.1,F3.2,FB.6,F4.1,F4.1,F6.1 l00f$E-4) )).U $44.. 
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